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9781550418613 pb 
$18.95 6x9, 253pp An 
anthology of original 
fantasy stories based 
on the theme of self-
discovery. From that 
starting point, the stories 
are as diverse as their 
authors. All share a love 
of things wonderous and 
magic. Discover that 
power has its price...
and a destiny involving 
magic is never quite 
what you expect. 

9781550418637 pb 
$18.95 6x9, 406pp 
An anthology of 
nineteen original 
short stories, chosen 
to illustrate the use 
of anthropomorphism 
in fantasy. Individual 
stories range from more 
traditional techniques, 
such as talking animals, 
to more unusual, such as 
the personification of 
constellations, ancient 
gods, and story itself. 

9780889953406 pb 
$18.95 6x9, 312pp 
Song and story. Myth 
and tradition. They 
are a shared legacy 
that both satisfies and 
inspires. Mythspring is 
an anthology of original 
short speculative fiction, 
including fantasy, 
science fiction, and 
horror, where each 
story is derived from a 
Canadian song, folktale, 
myth, or other cultural 
source.

9781895449860 
pb $9.95 4x7, 
329pp Kerstin 
travels with her 
wizard father to 
the Misty Isles 
where, shrouded by 
fog and magical 
boundaries, a circle 
of women practise 
the highest arts of 
growth and healing 
and is faced with 
new and revealing 
realities.

9781895449426 
pb $9.95 4x7, 
310pp This 
intensely drawn 
fantasy novel 
for young adults 
explores the 
complications 
arising from a 
blind acceptance 
of history, and the 
universal dilemmas 
facing a young 
person who is 
forced to grow up. 

9781894345262 
pb $9.95 4x7, 
352pp Kerstin must 
stand up against 
the powers-that-
be in order to 
ensure that justice 
and decency 
prevail under 
the most trying 
circumstances.

9780889952386 pb 
$12.95 5.25x7.5, 
237pp Benji’s 
adventures take off 
when he accidentally 
joins a team of grizzly 
bear biologists 
and their Inuk pilot. 
Together they 
mix cutting-edge 
technology with good 
old bush wisdom in a 
death-defying search 
for “The Real Grizzly” 
of the arctic barrens.

9780889952324 pb 
$9.95 5.5x8.5, 208pp 
Slowly Dani emerges 
from the painful effects 
of substance abuse, 
and begins to adapt 
to life at Riverwood, a 
psychiatric treatment 
facility for “teens 
with problems.” As 
she recovers from her 
physical trauma, Dani 
must confront a deeper 
emotional trauma, 
which at the moment 
she can neither explain 
nor recognize.

9781897235010 pb 
$15.95 5.5x8.5, 
240pp There is intense 
conflict as the hero, 
Dayraven, clashes 
against the powerful 
forces of Alcuin. 
Dayraven is the healer 
for her isolated and 
warlike clan, and 
although the role 
does not belong to a 
woman, it is she who 
is magically chosen to 
make the dangerous 
journey far from home.

9781897235119 pb 
$19.95 5.5x8.5, 
296pp Ally and Toby, 
life-long locals, Rina, 
a Sarajevo refugee, 
and Adam, the 
returning urban native 
warrior get lost in 
each others’ individual 
and collective 
mythologies as they 
find love, friendship, 
violence and tragedy 
in one long, last 
summer. 

9781894345798 pb 
$15.95 5.5x8.5, 
192pp The 
enchantment and 
mystery of Renaissance 
Elizabethan England, 
the threat of the 
Spanish Armada, 
and the quest of a 
young woman to save 
her father and her 
country serve as forces 
that drive this tale of 
natural magic, alchemy 
and scrying.

9781550501094 pb 
$14.95 6x9, 232pp A 
complex and 
wonderfully textured 
portrait of one 
of Canada’s most 
fascinating public 
figures. This unique, 
accessible collection 
of narrative poetry 
examines a dynamic, 
often contradicory, 
always fascinating 
man who reconstructed 
his character to 
deliver his message 
of conservation to the 
world.

9781897235225 pb 
$12.95 5.5x8.5, 
240pp In this odd, 
and cheerfully 
irresponsible 
adventure, Owen 
and Andrew are 
opportunists with 
rapid-fire wit, no pasts 
and, in Owen’s case, 
no legs. On the lam 
during the Manitoba 
Red River flood of 
1997, these rogues 
quickly grasp the 
tactics necessary to 
exploit the chaos, and 
manipulate sympathy 
into personal gain.

9780889953390 pb 
$16.95 5x7.5, 296pp 
This new edition of 
a classic Canadian 
Jewish novel tells 
the story of Jacob 
Grossman, a middle-
aged immigrant 
tailor who travels 
from Toronto to 
pre-World War Two 
Europe.

9781550417579 pb 
$6.95 5.5x8.5, 240pp 
Vividly describes the 
nightmare of a teacher 
who tries to form the 
mind and character of 
youth today against 
the hopeless odds of, 
not a ship, but a fleet 
of ‘liberal’ fools. 

Fiction-Science Fiction & Fantasy

9781894345453 
pb $12.95 4x7, 
520pp Echoing the 
best of the new 
sword and sorcery 
tradition, Firedrake 
takes its place 
beside the work of 
Robert Jordan and 
Elizabeth Haydon. 
Firedrake is in 
breadth, scope 
and style one of 
the most ambitious 
and successful 
young adult 
fantasy novels yet 
written.

9781550413250 pb 
$16.95 5.5x8.5, 360pp 
Rebellious, adrift and 
alone in his quest, the 
middle aged hero of 
this compelling novel 
settles finally with 
a band of Ojibway 
in Northern Ontario 
where, confronted 
with the mystical and 
spiritual qualities 
of the North and its 
people, he is finally 
able to open his heart 
to love and profound 
understanding. 

9781897235232 pb 
$17.95 5.5x8.5, 
256pp Billie 
Featherstone is one of 
few people to survive 
“the great extinction” 
thanks to a genetic 
mutation carried 
largely in the Metis 
population. Water is 
a solidly researched 
novel inspired by 
the mathematical 
extrapolation of 
the length of time 
a technological 
civilization can exist.

9780889953710 
pb $12.95 4.5x7, 
181pp One of the 
very few who have 
treated Barbara 
Jean with respect, 
understanding and 
affection is Alex, 
who becomes her 
best friend. When 
Alex takes on a 
new member of 
his garage band, 
David, the balance 
of all their lives is 
upset, as Alex seems 
to display more 
affection for David 
than for her. 

9781894345804 
pb $9.95 4x7, 
237pp Seamlessly 
shifting between 
the tensions of 
competitive hockey 
and corporate 
malpractice 
in the oil and 
gas industry 
in Alberta, 
Beveridge’s 
newest novel is 
a contemporary 
gem.

9781894345255 
pb $9.95 4x7, 
336pp Offside is 
a novel for young 
adults that deftly 
blends Canada’s 
love affair with 
hockey and the 
gritty realities of 
teen addiction.

9780889953697 
pb $9.95 4.5x7, 
125pp On this side 
of the sky, Mona 
and her kid sister, 
Bird, hide in the 
woods each day 
because it’s far 
better than being 
home. But then 
there’s the other 
side, the side Bird 
dreams of while she 
sits in the tall trees 
she climbs to get 
away from a life 
devoid of love. 

9781554550449 pb 
$14.95 5.5x8, 210pp 
After surviving the 
Armenian genocide 
in Turkey during 
WWI, a tenager 
disguised as an 
Arab undertakes a 
dangerous journey 
back to Turkey to 
reunite with his 
betrothed and her 
sister.

9780889954175 
pb $12.95 5.25x7.5, 
267pp Sixteen 
years old Michael 
was convicted for 
the murder of the 
girlfriend he loved 
very much. Six months 
into his imprisonment, 
the true murderer 
confesses, and 
Michael is released. 
Will the stigma of 
imprisonment ever go 
away?

9780889953956 pb 
$12.95 5.25x7.25, 
224pp Through 
Delia’s conversations 
with her aunt Shirley 
and her explorations 
in art class, Delia 
uncovers memories of 
a car accident, which 
lead her to discover 
a hurtful secret at the 
centre of her family.
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9780889953987 pb 
$22.95 6x9, 295pp 
Dun Lady’s Jess is a 
blend of adventure, 
magic, and romance 
that spans our world 
and its richly imagined 
fantasy counterpart. 
Jess is spirited and 
intelligent, seeing our 
world through a unique 
perspective. Pursued 
by evil, she must find 
a way to not only save 
her rider and both 
worlds, but also keep 
who she has become.

9780889954168 pb 
$15.95 5.5x8.25, 
303pp Iterations is 
Sawyer’s first short 
story collection, 
gathering 22 fantastic 
tales from such 
diverse places. Each 
story is accompanied 
by Sawyer’s own 
commentary, and the 
collection is introduced 
by award-winning SF 
author James Alan 
Gardner.

9780889953574 pb 
$19.95 5.5x8.25, 
272pp From the 
notorious penal colony 
of Norfolk Island 
to Greenpeace’s 
encounter with the 
H-bomb, characters 
come unstuck in time, 
struggling to get back 
home while they face 
truths about their 
innermost selves.

9780889953239 hc 
$26.95 
9780889953451 pb 
$19.95 5.25x8,
272pp Whether 
stranded alone on 
the frigid oceans of 
Saturn’s moon Titan, 
or searching for stolen 
nuclear bombs under 
the rusting oil derricks 
of Azerbaijan, 
Schroeder’s 
characters assert their 
humanity in inhuman 
circumstances.

9780889953468 hc 
$26.95 
9780889953291 pb 
$19.95 5.25x8, 
272pp DiChario 
puts a spin on the 
story of being 
stranded on an alien 
planet, cut off from 
your own people, 
unsuited to your new 
environment, and 
physically different 
from everyone else. 

9780889953079 hc 
$26.95  
9780889953444 pb 
$19.95 5.25x8.25, 
268pp New Year’s 
Eve, 2023. A 
world gripped by 
madness, terror and 
apocalyptic fever 
has time for one last 
party. Martha Nova, 
the megastar whose 
music predicts the 
future has time for 
one last song...when 
the music ends, so 
does the world. 

9780889953024 pb 
$26.95 5.5x8, 192pp 
The second novel by 
Marcos Donnelly, sets 
a breathtaking pace, 
tackling far-reaching 
themes like evolution, 
fundamentalism, 
quantum realities, and 
the very core of human 
nature. This novel is 
a fictional collection 
of two sets of letters 
united by a single 
secret, but separated 
by two thousand 
years.

9780889953369 hc 
$28.95 
9780889953420 pb 
$19.95 5x8, 384pp 
Owen’s adopted 
daughter, a gifted 
musician named 
Jasmine Rochelle, hires 
street-smart Mane 
Silverstar to help 
her track down her 
father’s killer. 

9780889953130 pb 
$12.95 5.5x8.5, 
184pp This chilling 
collection brings 
together fifteen spine 
tingling tales written 
by some of Canada’s 
leading writers for 
teens—and also a 
number of talented 
emerging writers. 

9780889953383 pb 
$12.95 5.5x8.5, 
207pp In this second 
volume of original 
horror stories, you’ll 
find ghosts and 
werewolves, weird 
transformations and 
menacing strangers, 
the hairs on the back 
of your neck stand on 
end and your heart 
beats faster. 

9780889953895 hc 
$26.95
9780889953918 pb 
$19.95 5.5x8.25, 
317pp For 100,000 
years, Old Earth’s 
Institute for Historical 
Inquiry has mapped 
the collective 
unconscious of the 
human race. And 
now young Guth 
Bandar suspects the 
collective unconscious 
has become aware 
of itself. Worse, it has 
an agenda.

9780889953901 hc 
$26.95 
9780889953857 pb 
$19.95 5x8.25, 
224pp  On a dark 
and moonless planet, 
mutations have left 
women as little more 
than wombs, while 
men can teleport but 
have limited control 
over the ability. When 
aliens come to plunder 
this world’s resources, 
the already harsh 
environment degrades 
exponentially. 

9780889951945 pb
$9.95 5.25x8.25, 
152pp The seven 
interlinked stories 
chronicle a robust but 
sensitive teenager’s 
encounter with a 
sudden prairie 
blizzard, his discovery 
of the heart-breaking 
unpredictability of 
first love, his role in a 
championship hockey 
game, his first summer 
job, and his memories 
of his grandfather. 

9780889952775 pb 
$7.95 5.5x8.5, 168pp 
The real-life dramas 
swirling around Arthur 
Clive Pinner make 
up the bulk of this 
collection of thirteen 
stories about a group 
of young people 
coming of age in a 
small town in northern 
Ontario. 

9781894345279 pb 
$15.95 5.5x8.5, 160pp 
The finest established 
and emerging writers 
for young adults 
in the country are 
represented in the 
fourteen short fictions 
in Up All Night, 
including competition 
winner Anne Carter of 
Toronto with her story 
“The Piano Lesson” 
and runner-up Brenda 
Hasiuk of Winnipeg 
with “You Can Call Me 
Al.” 

Fiction-Short Stories

9780920633946 
pb $9.95 4x7, 
224pp The nineteen 
stories here are a 
testament to the 
skill and diversity 
of Canada’s YA 
short fiction authors, 
and include R.P. 
MacIntyre’s story 
“The Rink” which 
won the 1993 Vicky 
Metcalf Short Story 
Award.

9781895449235 pb 
$13.95 5.5x8.5, 
160pp From the 
winner of the 1993 
Vicky Metcalf Short 
Story Award and 
the author of the 
immensely popular 
novel Yuletide Blues, 
comes a stunning new 
collection of short 
fiction that will move 
you to both laughter 
and tears. 

9781897235157 pb 
$17.95 5.5x8.5, 187pp 
Rife with themes of 
bewilderment, menace, 
and transformation, 
Macintyre’s fiction 
and fables invade in 
the big questions of 
youth, revealing in the 
answers, snapshots of 
life at the crossroads 
of adulthood.

9781897235249 pb 
$12.95 5.5x8.5, 
149pp Candid and 
truthful stories about 
women, young and 
old, grappling with 
generational wariness, 
creative recklessness, 
and illusive purpose 
celebrate all that 
is beautiful, wild 
and distinctive in 
contemporary women.

9781895449457 pb 
$11.95 5.5x8.5, 
188pp A sequel to the 
acclaimed Blue Jean 
Collection, Notes Across 
the Aisle contains the 
best stories from the 
1994 cross Canada 
Young Adult Short 
Story Competition.

9781550419979 pb 
$14.95 6x9, 208pp 
An anthology of 
short historical fiction, 
memoirs, and poems 
written about the 
Ukrainian immigrant 
experience. The stories 
span a century of 
history from 1905 to 
2004, and they contain 
the voices of people 
who lived through 
internment. 

9781894063265 
pb $20.95 5.5x8.5, 
390pp Tesseracts 
Nine expands 
the dimensions of 
speculative fiction 
experientially, with 
startling visions of the 
future by new and 
established Canadian 
authors featuring 
twenty-three stories 
and poems. Edited 
by Sunburst and 
World Fantasy Award 
winning authors Nalo 
Hopkinson and Geoff 
Ryman

9781894063364 pb 
$20.95 5.5x8.5, 
320pp What do 
Parisian buttons, 
nesting spiders, and 
men from Venus have 
in common? They are 
all part of Tesseracts 
Ten—the sparkling 
new addition to the 
21 year old Tesseracts 
Collection. It joins 
volumes One through 
Nine, and Tesseracts 
Q—forming an eleven 
volume anthology of 
Canada’s best Science 
Fiction, Fantasy and 
Speculative Literature.

9781894063036 pb 
$21.95 5.5x8.5, 320pp 
Tesseracts Eleven brings 
the series to a new 
height, with a tasty 
blend of past and 
present writers, with 
their own individual 
visions of the future. 
The literature of has 
been critically selected 
and shaped into the 
collection you see by 
this year’s editors, two 
of Canada’s finest 
writers. 
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9781550418705 pb 
$19.95 6x9, 321pp 
Appearance is much 
more important than 
simple vanity. Our looks 
speak volumes about 
our health, and ignoring 
some of the issues that 
confront us daily in 
the mirror is turning a 
blind eye to a wide 
variety of potential 
health concerns. A skin 
condition for example 
may be the body’s 
way of indicating that 
something else is wrong.

9781550413298 pb 
$19.95 6x9, 245pp A 
completely up-to-
date guide to 
medicinal herbs that 
is comprehensive and 
immensely practical. 
Healthy Herbs brings 
a refreshing simplicity 
to an enormous body 
of medicinal herbal 
knowledge. The book 
identifies which herb is 
best for what condition.

Health & WellnessNF

Native Studies

9781894856799 pb 
$18.95 5.5x8.5, 
263pp After 
consulting archival 
records and the 
Stoney oral tradition, 
Chief John Snow 
describes with 
clarity, depth, and 
understanding the 
Native perspective on 
life since the birth of 
Treaty Seven in 1877. 

9781894004831 pb $12.95 
8x8, 44pp Head-Smashed-
In Buffalo Jump in Alberta is 
one of the oldest, largest, and 
best-preserved buffalo jump 
sites in North America. This 
book has been a very popular 
resource for people interested 
in Alberta’s heritage. 

9781894856577 pb 
$19.95 6x9, 224pp 
In Finding My Talk, 
fourteen aboriginal 
women who attended 
residential schools, 
or were affected by 
them, reflect on their 
experiences. They 
describe their years 
in residential schools 
across Canada and 
how they overcame 
tremendous obstacles 
to become strong and 
independent members 
of aboriginal cultures 
in society.

9781895618426 pb $32.95 
8x10, 184pp These 
photographs of First nations 
people—spanning the period 
1871 to 1939—provide not 
only a fascinating glimpse of 
a vanished world, but also 
illuminate the ways in which 
myths and misunderstandings 
about Native people 
have influenced, from the 
earliest days, the images 
produced by non-Native 
photographers.

9780920079355 pb 
$14.95 5.5x8.5, 
104pp The stories 
blend history with 
legend and prophecy, 
giving both the equal 
weight they occupy in 
Native oral tradition. 
In their retelling, 
Wolfe carries out 
his responsibility of 
passing on his family’s 
stories to the next 
generation.

9781894856782 hc 
$24.95 6x9, 235pp 
Chief Smallboy became 
an important influence 
on Native politics, 
a living oracle with 
whom Native leaders 
consulted. In recognition 
of his unique leadership, 
Smallboy was invested 
as a member of the 
Order of Canada in 
1980.

9781550503456 pb 
$19.95 5.5x8.5, 
128pp In his 
trademark direct prose 
style, Cree journalist 
and filmmaker 
Doug Cuthand 
articulates the past, 
present, and future 
of Saskatchewan s 
Aboriginal people. 

NF

9781550419801 pb 
$15.00 6x9, 101pp 
Here, in his seventh 
collection, Smith turns 
from lyrical poems 
to highly agile prose 
poems—reflections, 
dreams, and 
essays—every one 
showcasing his rare 
wit and wisdom. This 
fine collection explores 
the nature of our 
world and builds on 
our every relationship 
with it.

9781550413441 pb 
$15.00 5.5x8.5, 96pp 
With one breath, 
Compton tells of 
life and death, with 
the next, play and 
metaphysics, joy and 
heartbreak. She is a 
guide like no other, 
accomplished and 
versatile, leading by 
example and from 
a distance at the 
same time. Governor 
General’s Award

Poetry

NFNF

9781550414028 pb 
$12.95 6x9, 160pp 
The poems in this 
collection by Lucy Maud 
Montgomery were 
written to reach the 
readers she thought of 
as “kindred spirits”—
those thousands of 
people who then, 
as now, would be as 
deeply moved as she 
was by beauty in nature 
and in spirit.

9781550417500 pb 
$15.00 5.5x8.5, 
104pp Includes a 
variety of forms which 
draw on geography 
and a sense of place 
as its poetic resource. 
Jones approaches love 
and longing, and joy 
and regret with a cool 
optimism warmed by 
erotic undercurrents. 

9781554550210 pb 
$19.00 6x9, 246pp 
This book presents 
Hine’s own selection 
of his best collected 
and uncollected lyric 
poems, including that 
first poem, thematically 
divided into four 
sections—art, love, 
place, and time. 

9781550416275 pb 
$15.00 6x9, 112pp 
Introductions is a 
unique undertaking 
in the world of 
Canadian poetry. This 
exciting anthology 
brings together 15 
of this country’s 
most honoured and 
influential poets whose 
goal is to introduce this 
generation’s finest—yet 
lesser known—poets.

9780889951976 pb 
$19.95 5x8.25, 
400pp Long Lance 
was really Sylvester 
Long, born into 
slavery of mixed 
blood parents 
in the American 
south. His youth 
was spent behind 
the colour barrier, 
and he resented 
the restrictions that 
slavery imposed. He 
discovered, however, 
that he could pass 
as an Indian, which 
opened the door to 
education.

9780889954106 
hc $23.95 
9780889954151 pb 
$15.95 5.5x8.25, 
386pp In this satiric, 
postapocalyptic novel 
of the far future, a 
young Indian brave 
embarks upon a quest 
across the desolate 
planet Earth to find the 
mysterious Valley of 
Day-Glo, where plants 
and animals and large 
bodies of water are 
rumoured to still exist, 
and where, according 
to legend, “death 
becomes life.”

9780889954113 
hc $23.95 
9780889954120 
pb $15.95 5.5x8.25, 
240pp This collection, 
includes Hugo Award 
nominee “Shed Skin,” 
Nebula Award nominee 
“Identity Theft,” and 
Aurora Award winner 
“Ineluctable.” In these 
pages, you’ll discover 
the dark secret of 
the only priest on 
Mars,  and learn 
what really happens 
when aliens beam 
us the Encyclopedia 
Galactica.

9781550503678 pb 
$24.95 6x9, 312pp 
The first definitive 
biography of this 
complex political 
man, who served as 
Louis Riel’s secretary 
in 1885, and went 
on to be a labour 
leader in Chicago 
and a “capitalist” in 
New York City.

9781895379587 pb 
$34.95 8.5x11, 152pp 
From a lavishly beaded 
moss bag made in the 
1890s, to a work created 
in 2006 by chiseling, 
drilling, sanding and 
assembling circuit boards, 
this artwork celebrates the 
richness and complexity of 
the ongoing stories of the 
Indigenous people from the 
Northern Plains.

9780920079935 pb 
$16.95 5.5x8.5, 
250pp Tells the story 
of a young Native 
boy and his journey 
of self-discovery. 
Danny’s life is a daily 
struggle for survival. 

9781897235447 pb 
$18.95 5.5x8.5, 
148pp As Charlie 
travels from western 
Canada to Toronto 
and back, his 
encounters with 
phantom hitchhikers, 
philosophers, 
politicians, Greek 
gods, writers, 
and ancient Cree 
characters create 
an unconventional 
but realistic insight 
into First Nation’s 
contemporary culture.

97818940044329 pb 
$14.95 6x9, 164pp 
Filled with details about 
pioneer life, each story 
gives insight into the 
difficulties, challenges, 
and joys faced by 
families building a new 
home on a rugged, new 
land. Young Archie’s 
observations offer a 
different perspective on 
that life, one tinged by a 
child’s wonder and sense 
of adventure.

NF9781554551057 pb 
$14.95 5.75x8.25, 
192pp A collection 
of short stories that 
explore the lives of 
teenagers affected 
directly or indirectly 
by drugs.

NF NF NF NF
NF

NF
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9781550418545 pb $12.99 9x6, 
48pp In Toronto Rocks, University of 
Toronto geology professor Nick Eyles 
conducts a unique tour of Canada’s 
largest city past and present; a city of 
more than 6 million people where the 
past beneath our feet is perhaps more 
important than ever before. 

9781550416190 pb $49.95 
8.5x11, 339pp Ontario 
Rocks tells a fascinating 
3 billion year long story 
of Ontario’s geological 
evolution, from its 
beginnings as part of an 
early landmass called 
Arctica, its incorporation into 
enormous supercontinents, 
through to the repeated ice 
ages and abrupt climatic 
changes of the last few 
thousand years. 

9781550418606 pb 
$60.00 8.5x11, 512pp 
Profusely illustrated 
throughout with full colour 
and black and white 
photographs, charts, maps, 
graphs and sketches, the 
book explores the country 
from north to south, and 
from east to west, exploring 
that incredible history 
through modern day sites 
and land shapes created in 
our distant past. 

9780889952881 hc 
$24.95 9780889952836 
pb $14.95 8.5x11, 121pp 
With over 200 full-color 
photographs, and 45 
maps, timelines, and line 
drawings, this easy-to-
read volume starts with 
the Big Bang and ends 
with the modern era—
everything readers need 
to know about the making 
of ancient Alberta and the 
extraordinary story found 
when reading the rocks.

9781894856652 pb 
$12.95 6x9, 266pp 
Severe weather is 
dramatic, but rarely 
experienced. Heidorn 
focuses instead on 
the hows, whens, 
wheres, whys, and 
especially the joys of 
daily weather—the 
phenomena that shape 
our lives, yet never 
make it into history 
books.

9781550414820 pb 
$18.95 9x12, 240pp 
This is the bat book for 
anyone who wishes to 
learn about one of the 
world’s most maligned and 
misunderstood animals.  
Oversized and lavishly 
illustrated with striking 
colour photographs 
throughout, Bats—now 
completely revised—is the 
best comprehensive natural 
history on this subject 
written for a general 
audience.

9780889951914 pb 
$18.95 6.5x9.5, 278pp 
Shield Country unfolds 
a fascinating story of 
unrivaled Precambrian 
geology, of wild rivers 
and millions of pristine 
lakes, of an ecological 
junction where subarctic 
and arctic climates, 
plants, birds, and 
mammals weave a richly 
textured wilderness 
fabric. 

9780889951709 pb 
$9.95 5.5x8.5, 256pp 
Bastedo looks into 
the heart of one of 
Canada’s largest 
yet least understood 
regions—the subarctic 
wilderness. Reaching 
North celebrates 
a vast northern 
wilderness, drawing 
inspiration from its 
basement rock all the 
way to the aurora 
borealis.

9780889952652 pb 
$14.95 6x9, 256pp 
As inspirational as 
it is informative, this 
light-hearted book 
will appeal to anyone 
with even the slightest 
curiosity about that 
white stuff you will 
never again call “plain 
old snow.” 

9781894856294 pb 
$29.95 6x9, 320pp 
This book explores 
the impact of the 
sport on the cultural 
and social life of the 
Canadian Prairies and 
why it developed in a 
substantially different 
direction here than in its 
native Scotland or even 
Eastern Canada. More 
than that, for anyone 
with a love of the sport 
and history, The Stone 
Age provides a purely 
entertaining read.
 

9781897252031 pb 
$22.95 6x9, 177pp 
Loads of examples 
and illustrations 
elucidate the sound 
theory in Smart Curling 
while its worksheets 
(downloadable from the 
internet) are designed 
to help players 
complete the exercises 
required to perfect their 
game through mental 
training. 

SportsNF

9781550419825 pb 
$16.95 6x9, 256pp 
Running with Swords, 
is Sherraine McKay’s 
journal, her own story of 
her incredible journey 
from tiny Brooks, 
Alberta where she was 
born, to Paris, France 
where she moved to 
train for Athens while 
teaching English as a 
second language to 
elite athletes. 

9781550418736 pb 
$16.95 6x9, 248pp 
Sidney Crosby is the 
most celebrated junior 
hockey player since 
Mario Lemieux. In 
this exciting hockey 
biography, award-
winning sports journalist 
Gare Joyce retraces 
the incredible journey 
of hockey’s wunderkind 
from age-group hockey 
in Nova Scotia to draft 
day with Mario Lemieux 
and his Pittsburg 
Penguins.

9781550418552 pb $19.95 
9x11, 577pp With an 
alphabetical listing of almost 
5000 individual biographies, 
this 4th edition of Who’s 
Who in Canadian Sport is 
a sport fan’s dream—an 
encyclopaedic record of 
Canada’s sporting heritage 
from the 1800s to the 
present day. 

9781552440902 pb 
$18.95 6x9, 256pp 
“Biotechnology” may 
raise more hope and 
fear...revelation and 
confusion...excitement 
and alarm...than any 
other term in today’s 
headlines. Scientist 
and skilled science 
popularizer Eric Grace 
helps the reader 
understand what 
biotechnology is and 
what implications it 
holds for all of us.

9781895579239 pb 
$10.95 6x9, 96pp 
For anyone who ever 
wanted to understand 
Einstein’s special 
theory of relativity 
but didn’t want to 
take a crash course in 
physics, this eminently 
readable, enlightening 
book is a must. High 
school algebra and a 
calculator are all you 
need to work your 
way through Einstein’s 
Special Relativity. 

Science & NatureNF

9781554550852 pb 
$14.00 6x9, 96pp 
Based on the 88 
constellations, it is 
itself a sequence of 
88 sonnets: some are 
traditional and others, 
like the prose sonnet 
and the hypersonnet, 
are more subversive, 
yet still maintain a 
strong attachment to a 
poetic terrain.

9781554550845 pb 
$14.00 6x9, 96pp 
Eric Miller is a poet of 
place and time. This, his 
third poetry collection, 
explores the natural 
world in his distinctive 
style. These are Miller’s 
most confident poems, 
driven by a generosity 
of intellect and 
compassion.

9781550503913 pb 
$19.95 5.5x8.5, 
240pp A collection 
of 135 poems from 
award-winning poet 
and cultural activist, 
Gary Hyland. It 
includes 121 selected 
poems from his six 
previously published 
books of poetry 
and 14 previously 
unpublished poems. 
Includes a special 
introduction by Lorna 
Crozier.

9781550415841 hc $40.00 
9781554550968 pb $29.95 9x6, 
192pp Beginner’s Guide to Minerals 
and Rocks is the most comprehensive, 
full-colour guide to rocks and minerals 
for beginner rock hounds all over the 
world.

9781550418699 hc 
$50.00 Canada 
Only 7x10, 400pp 
Extensively illustrated 
with full-colour 
photographs, 
diagrams, and 
drawings by the author, 
we learn complex 
and fascinating life 
cycles of the 12 
coniferous trees that 
grow naturally in 
northeastern North 
America on both sides 
of the Canada-U.S. 
border.
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High School

9781894004985 pb 
$22.95 6x9, 198pp 
The names of Canada’s 
early bush pilots are 
almost as colourful 
as the stories of their 
adventures in the 
northern skies. Their 
tales are of mercy 
flights, searches for lost 
men and planes, the 
pioneering of Arctic air 
mail, the conquering 
of the dreaded Barren 
Lands, and the thrilling 
capture of the Mad 
Trapper. 

9781894004794 pb 
$21.95 6x9, 256pp 
The stories collected in 
Flying Under Fire are 
the first-hand accounts 
of pilots, trainees, and 
ground crew who recall 
the danger, excitement, 
tragedy, and victory of 
serving their country in 
WWII. This book, made 
possible by the survivors 
of a long and difficult 
war, is dedicated to the 
memory of the 14,541 
air personnel who did 
not return.

9781894856072 pb 
$21.95 6x9, 228pp 
Flying Under Fire, 
Volume Two, features 
nine more personal 
accounts from Canadian 
pilots who flew in 
WWII. From training 
camps to posting 
across Canada, Britain, 
Europe, and North 
Africa, these stories 
capture the excitement, 
fear, hope, and dread 
of war-time service, 
and are all told with the 
vivid detail of first-hand 
experience.

9781550415650 hc $22.95 
7.5x9.25, 121pp When 
children are caught in civil 
wars, when earthquakes 
destroy homes and villages, 
when AIDS and other 
diseases shatter families and 
communities—the volunteers 
of Doctors Without Borders 
are there. These are stories 
about healing and helping 
people, about making the 
world a better place—stories 
filled with sorrow and 
hope, anger and idealism, 
determination and passion.

9781550419139 hc $22.95 
9781550419122 pb $17.95 
7.5x9.25, 112pp “The 
authentic details speak of loss, 
fear, and grief; incredible 
kindness; and courage, as 
well as hope for the future.” 
—Booklist starred review 
Book Links Best New Book for 
the Classroom, ALA Notable

World IssuesNF

TextbooksNF

9781550416367 hc $60.00 
9781550418453 pb $29.95 
9x12, 592pp This impressive 
full-colour anthology 
celebrates the most exciting 
and memorable moments 
in Canadian sport in the 
20th century. Many of the 
early accounts are culled 
from Maclean’s and other 
magazines and newspaper 
articles of the time, imparting 
a unique immediacy and 
flavour to the text.

9781550418415 hc $84.95 
9781550411096 pb $74.95 
8.5x9.25, 672pp This 
senior-level textbook has 
been carefully crafted to 
help students discover why 
philosophy is important in our 
lives and how philosophical 
principles affect our personal 
beliefs and the actions we take. 
Meets Ontario’s Grade 12 
curriculum.

9781550415810 hc $58.95 
A Grade 10 History Text 
for your Applied Students! 
Revised and updated applied 
text for the new curriculum 
guidelines. From the authors of 
the bestselling Canada in the 
Twentieth Century. 

9781550413779 hc $55.00 10x9, 
416pp Seven carefully balanced units 
each with solid coverage of major 
knowledge, skills and concepts covering
the core-curricula for intermediate 
students. It features content and recall 
questions included in the text, extending 
questions & assignments at the end 
of each chapter, an average of two 
illustrations per page, and a 677-word 
glossary. 

WarNF

9781550050929 hc 
$19.95 9781550050950 
pb $12.95 7x9, 136pp 
The veterans in this 
book represent different 
branches and aspects 
of the military, including 
medical, supplies, infantry, 
and naval. Their moving, 
sometimes graphic, 
recollections are illustrated 
with their own photographs.

9781550419856 pb 
$27.95 6x9, 549pp 
People in Auschwitz is 
very different from 
other works on the 
most infamous of Nazi 
concentration camps. 
Langbein’s account is a 
historical achievement 
interwoven with his 
own experiences, and 
quotations from other 
inmates, SS guards and 
administrators, civilian 
and military personnel. 

9781845131661 pb 
$19.95 5x8, 304pp 
In 1942 thousands of 
men, mostly Canadian 
troops, were sent 
across the Channel to 
raid the French port 
town of Dieppe. The 
result was carnage, 
with whole battalions 
decimated even as 
they came ashore. 
Drawing on survivors’ 
accounts, Neillands 
evokes one of WWII’s 
most controversial 
hours.

9780889953482 pb 
$19.95 6x9, 224pp 
In 1950 an American 
B-36 Bomber crashed 
in Northern BC. Years 
later the wreckage was 
found. Did an atomic 
bomb lie undetected for 
years?

WorkbooksNF

9781552440926 pb 301pp

Advantage Study Guides.  Each Advantage study guide unravels 
the mystery, explains the theories and provides the step-by-step practice 
and instructions that will help your students solve problems and prepare for 

exams. 8.5 x 11, Paperback $20.00

9781552440940 pb 298pp 9781552440988 pb 384pp

High School

9781897252093 
pb $22.95 5.5x8.5, 
194pp Seasoned 
petroleum historian 
David Finch engages 
and entertains as 
he acquaints us with 
the basic vocabulary 
and mechanics of 
Canada’s oil industry 
right through its most 
complex issues.

9781554550258 hc $21.95 
8x10, 48pp This is an eye-
opening look at the lives of 
captive wild animals—at bad 
zoos, good zoos, and the best 
wild animal sanctuaries.

WILDANIMALS
IN CAPTIVITY

ROB LAIDLAW

Rob Laidlaw has spent the past 25 years
campaigning to protect wild animals in cap-
tivity and in the wild. His work has taken
him from northern Canada to tropical Asia
and includes more than 1000 visits to zoos
around the world. A Chartered Biologist,
avid outdoorsman, and cave explorer, he is a
founder of the wildlife protection organiza-
tion Zoocheck Canada.

When you visit a zoo, do you ever wonder what it
must be like for animals who live day after day in 
the same enclosures? Author Rob Laidlaw asks the

tough questions that zoos often avoid: Should these
animals be here at all? Are we doing everything we
can to give them a life that lets them behave as they

would in the wild? In Wild Animals in Captivity
the reader will:

• Find out what happens when wild animals 
live in unnatural spaces

• Discover why wide-ranging animals do poorly
in captivity

• Read what happens to surplus animals 
who are no longer wanted

• Learn about places that treat captive animals
with compassion and respect

• Find out how to make a difference

Fitzhenry & Whiteside

WILDANIMALS
IN CAPTIVITY

ROB LAIDLAW

A large family of elephants ambles all day
across the hot African savanna. In a zoo in
Alaska, a single female elephant paces back
and forth in her cramped, barren pen.

A polar bear plods great distances across
the ice in the Canadian Arctic, sniffing the
wind for signs of prey. In a zoo in Indonesia,
two other polar bears lie motionless on the
concrete floor of their enclosure, panting in
the tropical heat.

Author Rob Laidlaw examines the lives
of captive wild animals and asks the tough
questions that zoos often avoid: Should these
animals be here at all? Are we doing every-
thing we can to give them a life that lets
them behave as they would in the wild?

Thousands of zoos around the world
confine wild animals in bleak conditions
that are nothing like real nature. But a new
breed of specialist facilities, along with a
handful of progressive zoos, show that treat-
ing captive wild animals with compassion
and respect is possible. Through an inform-
ative text and striking, often heartbreaking
images, Wild Animals in Captivity inspires
readers to ask critical questions and teaches
them how to make a difference in the lives
of captive wild animals around the world.
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$19.95

NF
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Literature Packages-PrimaryLiterature Packages

Black History Literature Collection.  Books included represent a contemporary 
and historic journey through the Black experience. Teacher’s Guide “Principles 
in Action” is designed for use throughout the school year, is comprehensive, and 
includes multi-faceted classroom activities. The collection includes Novels, Non-Fiction, 
Reference, Poetry, Fiction, Storybooks, Legends & Folklore, and Biography. 

Grades 1-8, 9781550419931 $213.33 Price includes the 30% discount.

A Bus Of Our Own
Crossing Jordan

Frederick Douglass—The Last Day of Slavery
If I Just Had Two Wings
Joe Louis, My Champion

Keepers
Knockin’ On Wood

Dad, Jackie, and Me
Lost Goat Lane

Night Golf
North Star to Freedom

Ray Charles
Rent Party Jazz

Richard Wright and the Library Card
Seven Spools of Thread
Singing with Momma Lou

The Gifts of Kwanzaa
The Heaven Shop

The Legend of Freedom Hill
The Piano

The Secret to Freedom
The Sound that Jazz Makes

Tulsa Burning
Up the Learning Tree

White Socks Only

The Problem With Bullies Literature Collection.  Connects to language arts, 
health and social studies curricula as well as supporting many board-developed
programs on character and values. Innovative teacher’s guide outlines the extensive 
program with detailed teaching notes for each title in the collection. Grades 4-6, 
9781550051025 $336.70 for the complete 52 book collection. Includes 6x6 guided 

reads + teacher’s guide. Collection includes 22 individual titles. Price includes the 30% discount.

•Provides resources for a complete
language arts unit for junior students

•Connects to language arts, health and social 
studies curricula as well as supporting many board-

developed programs on character and values

•Components include Guided Reading (6 titles – 6 
copies each); Read-a-Loud/Independent Reading 

(4 titles); Non-Fiction/Reference (2 titles); and 
Independent Reads (10 titles)

•Explores several themes including Problem Solving 
and Coping Strategies as well as various forms of 

bullying (slavery, persecution, peer bullying and 
adult to child bullying)

•Different reading levels for each Guided Read and 
Individual Read (books for many different reading 

levels within the class)

•Includes books authored by acclaimed authors such 
as Eric Walters, Rachna Gilmore, Frieda Wishinsky, 

Budge Wilson and more!

•Innovative teacher’s guide outlines the extensive 
program with detailed teaching notes for each title 

in the collection

Building Confidence & Self-Esteem Literature Collection.  
TEACHER’S GUIDE INCLUDES CROSS-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:
• a T-chart • a classroom hat day • expression through movement • role playing
• and much more Primary, 9781550413212 $73.85 Price includes the 30% discount.

Marvelous Me
The Pig in a Wig

When I Care about Others
When I Feel Good about Myself

Leon’s Song
Omar On Ice

Hats
Courage to Fly

Good to Be Small
Big Ben

Character Education Literature Collection.  
TEACHER’S GUIDE INCLUDES CROSS-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:
• a good news letter • an illustrated story map • a character poster • poetry
• and much more Primary, 9781550412550 $75.95 Price includes the 30% discount.

Sportsmanship
Forgiveness
Peacefulness

Tolerance
Politeness
Courage

Consideration
No Bad News

One Snowy Night
Jason Takes Responsibility

Priscilla and Rosy

Global Citizenship Literature Collection.  
TEACHER’S GUIDE INCLUDES CROSS-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:
• a welcome-to-Canada brochure • poetry • character sketches • art projects
• and much more Grades 4+, 9781550412994 $126.95 Price includes the 30% 
discount.

Silver Threads
Talking Walls
Playing War

Shy Mama’s Halloween
Heroes

The Roses in My Carpets
The Carpet Boy’s Gift

Talking Walls: The Stories Continue
Little Dog Moon
Brothers in Hope

Flags
Somewhere Today

Passage to Freedom
The Yellow Star

Exploring Feelings & Emotions Literature Collection.  
TEACHER’S GUIDE INCLUDESCROSS-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:
• an emotion puzzle • a papier-mâché monster • a word web • an accordion book
• a letter in role • and much more Primary, 9781550412666 $94.64 Price includes 
the 30% discount.

Jack Quack
Feeling Sad

Feeling Scared
Feeling Happy
Feeling Angry

Feel Good
When I Feel Scared

When I Feel Sad

When I Feel Angry
When I Feel Jealous

Bravery Soup
Wanda’s Monster
Omar On Board

No Monsters Here
Give Maggie a Chance

Ben Over Night
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9781895579376 pb 
$15.95 8.5x11, 160pp 
Written with a positive 
and practical approach, 
Helping Low Achievers 
Succeed at Mathematics 
is a busy teacher’s guide 
to helping students who 
are struggling with math. 
Carefully defined teaching 
targets, over 80 tested 
activities, and key teaching 
points make this book an 
essential addition to every 
elementary teacher’s 
library.

9781895579949 pb $9.95 
8.5x11, 122pp A teacher’s 
resource to promote 
scientific literacy using 
science fiction.

9781552440902 pb 
$18.95 6x9, 256pp 
“Biotechnology” may 
raise more hope and 
fear...revelation and 
confusion...excitement 
and alarm...than any 
other term in today’s 
headlines. Scientist 
and skilled science 
popularizer Eric Grace 
helps the reader 
understand what 
biotechnology is and 
what implications it 
holds for all of us.

9781550417531 pb $19.95 
8x10, 183pp Written 
for college students, 
graduates just entering the 
workforce and professionals 
interested in learning the 
art of persuasion, this guide 
teaches how to communicate 
effectively and eloquently 
in today’s business world.

9781552440865 pb $17.95 
8.5x11, 112pp This book 
presents science teachers 
with creative strategies 
to help English language 
learners master the 
content of the science core 
curriculum in the classroom. 
It includes numerous 
reproduceable handouts 
and engaging class activity 
sheets. A glossary of 
language learning terms is 
accompanied by a listing of 
suggested web sites and an 
extensive bibliography.

9781895579413 pb 
$29.95 5.5x9.75, 
248pp Although 
violence in schools has 
increased dramatically 
in recent years, little 
has been written about 
violence among girls. 
Here, in six gripping 
case studies, the 
author explores the 
experiences of violent 
school girls, giving us a 
fascinating glimpse into 
their troubled world as 
well as a clear impetus 
for social action.

9781552441008 pb 
$42.95 6x9, 320pp 
This new collection is an 
ideal sourcebook for 
courses in the history of 
education, social history, 
and for the general 
reader interested in the 
history of education in 
Canada.

9781895579932 pb $16.95 
8x10, 76pp For anyone 
wanting to better understand 
the basic concepts of DNA, 
the Genetic Code, and 
protein synthesis, this neat 
little package of memory 
tricks and mini-summaries is 
invaluable. Perfect for all 
college, university, and high 
school students taking a 
biology course that focuses 
on DNA.

9781550051339 pb 
$16.95 5x8, 183pp 
This new edition 
includes a larger 
focus on the language 
of sales and words 
that work and 
expanded material 
on effective phone 
communications and 
ways to develop trust 
with potential clients. 
The most informative 
and easy to use book 
for techniques on how 
to contact clients—
and make that sale. 

9781550418477 hc 
$34.95 9781550418507 
pb $22.95 6x9, 
378pp At long last, an 
encyclopedic collection 
of quotations from 
powerful people and 
those who understand 
the power of the 
spoken word. Richard 
Pound has assembled a 
collection of high impact 
quotations guaranteed 
to entertain and 
educate.

9780889027480 hc 
$25.00 
9780889029255 pb 
$9.95 5.25x8, 378pp 
Over 6,500 quotations 
organized into nearly 
200 concept categories, 
the always popular 
Book of Quotations 
brings together the most 
noteworthy, surprising, 
hilarious, and thought-
provoking quotations 
ever assembled.

ReferenceNF

9780889953734 pb 
$16.95 5.5x8.5, 
207pp If it’s too good 
to be true, it’s a scam! 
In Canada, a case 
of fraud is reported 
every 10 seconds of 
every working day. In 
North America, some 
10 million people 
per year suffer some 
form of identity theft, 
resulting in losses of 
over $60 billion. 

9781550419870 pb 
$18.95 6x9, 320pp 
Newspaper editorials 
are as sober, passionate, 
insightful, witty and often 
as nutty as the writers 
who pen them, says 
veteran journalist Don 
Sellar in his introduction 
to this entertaining 
and thought-provoking 
collection of 175 
editorials published in 
Canadian newspapers 
since the early 1890s. 

Professional Resource

9781550417555 pb 
$24.95 6x9, 381pp For 
caring and concerned 
parents everywhere, 
Dr. Scott Wooding 
examines teenager 
behavior, explains the 
reasons why teenagers 
act the way they do, 
and provides clear and 
practical solutions for 
dealing with teenage 
sons and daughters in 
today’s complex world.

9781550417715 pb 
$23.95 6x9, 222pp 
Dr. Scott Wooding 
decided that the time 
had come to involve 
teenagers themselves 
in the creation of 
a fresh, frank, and 
practical guide for 
parents involved with 
the challenge of raising 
teenagers. 

9781550410723 pb 
$21.95 5.5x8.5, 
215pp A practical, 
step-by-step 
approach for parents 
at the end of their 
rope! Detailed 
steps have proven 
helpful for parents 
in establishing 
mutually respectful 
relationships with their 
children. 

9781550417593 pb 
$24.95 6x9, 301pp 
For the belief that all 
children deserve the 
best possible education, 
the act of advocating 
for your child can be 
extremely rewarding. 
This is a comprehensive 
guide that outlines how 
to become a successful 
educational planner 
and advocate for your 
child.

9781550418439 pb 
$16.95 6x9, 224pp 
Few people realize that 
the high levels of stress 
facing children today 
can increase the risk 
of heart attacks and 
strokes—and can lead 
to severe depression, like 
stress does for adults. By 
identifying the causes of 
this stress, Dr. Wooding 
offers common sense 
solutions that will be 
welcomed by caring 
parents everywhere.

9781552440124 pb 
$34.95 8.25x10.75, 216pp 
Whether you love math or 
fear it, this book will help 
you understand elementary 
school mathematics and 
teach it more confidently. 
Two experienced educators 
guide you step by step 
through each mathematical 
concept, simply, clearly, and 
with lots of examples.

9781552440100 pb 
$34.95 8.25x10.75, 168pp 
Written with a positive and 
practical approach, Helping 
Low Achievers Succeed 
at Mathematics is a busy 
teacher’s guide to helping 
students who are struggling 
with math. Carefully defined 
teaching targets, over 80 
tested activities, and key 
teaching points make this 
book an essential addition 
to every elementary 
teacher’s library.

9780978335304 pb 
$19.95 6x9, 216pp 
Calgary’s oil and 
gas (O&G) sector is 
red hot, with more 
exciting employment 
opportunities than 
people to fill them. 
Whether you already 
live in Calgary or are 
contemplating making 
the move, this book can 
help land your next 
great job in O&G-with 
or without previous 
experience.

NF
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9781550418552 pb $19.95 
9x11, 577pp With an 
alphabetical listing of almost 
5000 individual biographies, 
this 4th edition of Who’s 
Who in Canadian Sport is 
a sport fan’s dream—an 
encyclopaedic record of 
Canada’s sporting heritage 
from the 1800s to the 
present day. 

9781550419146 pb 
$22.95 6x9, 312pp 
Canada has had more 
than its share of great 
orators, individuals who 
have used their rhetorical 
powers to explore 
important issues faced 
by our nation. Great 
Canadian Speeches is 
a thought-provoking 
collection of the finest 
speeches in Canadian 
history. 

9781550411980 pb 
$27.95 6x9, 1135pp The 
word you want, where 
and when you want it.
The book is more than 
1,200 pages and boasts 
more than 30,000 
entries, 500,000 
synonyms, 70,000 
antonyms, and is jam-
packed with Canadian 
references from A to Z.

9780889023475 pb 
$21.95 6.75x9.5, 1616pp 
More than 200,000 
definitions that reflect 
the most recent changes 
in language usage 
and pronunciation, as 
well as antonyms, word 
etymologies based on 
latest research, and a 
table of Greek and Latin 
elements in English.

9781550417401 pb 
$27.95 6x9, 553pp The 
Canadian Writer’s Guide 
is the most comprehensive 
tool available to 
Canadian writers today. 
Completely revised and 
updated, it draws on 
the expertise of a wide 
variety of professionals 

9781550418354 pb $24.95 
7x9.25, 672pp Provides 
expert answers to hundreds 
of the most frequently asked 
questions on Canadian law, 
rights and our legal system. 
No jargon, no theory, no 
maze of statutes—just clear 
and concise answers about 
the laws that matter most 
to you. 

9781550419986 pb 
$27.95 6x9, 212pp 
The book of great 
Canadian inventions, 
Innovations, Discoveries 
and Firsts. Was 
that really invented 
in Canada? This 
informative and fun-
filled quiz book offers 
everything you ever 
wanted to know about 
the world of Canadian 
invention.

9781550411713 hc $65.00 
9781554550098 pb 
$34.95 8.5x11, 988pp This 
single-volume chronology 
of Canada from its 
prehistoric beginnings to 
the social, cultural, business 
and political happenings of 
the present age is the most 
comprehensive and up-to-
date book of its kind in the 
market today.

9781550413922 pb 
$14.95 5.5x8.5, 161pp 
A potpourri of over 
1,000 informative, 
surprising, and fun 
questions and answers 
about Canada’s lakes, 
mountains, national 
parks, highways, 
tourist attractions, 
famous people, and 
more.

9781550418606 pb 
$60.00 8.5x11, 512pp 
Profusely illustrated 
throughout with full colour 
and black and white 
photographs, charts, maps, 
graphs and sketches, the 
book explores the country 
from north to south, and 
from east to west, exploring 
that incredible history 
through modern day sites 
and land shapes created in 
our distant past. 
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